
See The Difference  
in 60 Days or  

Your Money Back†

VETERINARY 
HIP & JOINT  

SUPPLEMENT
Clinically proven to improve 

mobility in just 6 weeks*
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Mobility Concerns

Maintaining Joint Health

Learn more about your dog’s 
condition and how YuMOVE 

ADVANCE 360 can help, go to:

YuMOVEmobility.com

RECOMMENDED FOR

$



YuMOVE®
 

ADVANCE 360  
for Dogs

Our most concentrated 
and fastest acting 
formula, to support 
and aid dogs with age 
related joint concerns

The UK’s #1  
Veterinary Joint 

Supplement now 
available in the USA**

DAILY 
SOFT 
CHEW

* Study conducted by the Royal Veterinary College. Data on File. †Balogh et al., 2008

YuMOVE is proven to work within 6 weeks*, thanks to 
 ingredients like the world’s top strength, cold vacuum 
 extracted ActivEase® Green Lipped Mussel. 

*

DAILY USE GUIDE (OR AS ADVISED BY YOUR VET)YUMOVE’S EXCLUSIVE TRIPLE ACTION FORMULA

ACTIVEASE® GREEN LIPPED MUSSEL

Only Lintbells products include our unique  
ActivEase® Green Lipped Mussel. It’s one of   
the key ingredients in the YuMOVE range,   
and is sourced from specially selected,  
crystal clear bays in New Zealand.  
The specific  growing conditions and special processing, mean the active 
elements are  significantly stronger than  standard versions.

Sourcing and strength make all the difference, ActivEase® Green Lipped 
Mussel contains 4x more Omega 3 fatty acids than standard versions.

For best results use for at least 3 months and visit your vet  for regular 
evaluation thereafter.

  
YUMOVE PRODUCT 
SELECTION

LOADING AMOUNT
Recommended for 
the first 4-6 weeks

ONGOING AMOUNT
Daily amount following 

the loading dose

SMALL DOGS  
(under 35lb) 

2 chews per day 1 chew per day

MEDIUM DOGS  
(36lb-65lb) 

2 chews per day 1 chew per day

LARGE DOGS  
(66lb - 100lb) 2 chews per day 1 chew per day

EXTRA LARGE  
DOGS  
(Over 100lbs)

3 chews per day 1½ chew per day

AIDS THE BODY’S OWN  ANTI-INFLAMMATORY PROCESS 
ActivEase® Green Lipped Mussel,  sourced from the crystal-clear waters 
 of New Zealand, provides a highly-concentrated source of unique 
Omega 3 fatty acids. Combined with purified fish oil, YuMOVE ADVANCE 
360 Hip & Joint supplement provides effective levels of Omega 3 fatty 
acids EPA and DHA for our fastest-acting results. Working together, 
these increased levels aid the natural anti-inflammatory action to 
support  stiff joints.

SUPPORTS JOINT STRUCTURE 
Glucosamine provides the major building blocks of cartilage– the 
tough connective tissue that protects the joint. Fast-acting N-Acetyl-
D-glucosamine and ActivEase® Green Lipped Mussels maintains 
healthy joint structure. Manganese supports collagen formation in the 
cartilage, tendons and ligaments.

MAINTAINS JOINT MOBILITY 
Hyaluronic Acid is a major part of the synovial fluid which helps 
lubricate and cushion the joint within 2 hours†. Antioxidant Vitamin C 
and increased levels of Vitamin E optimize the metabolism of Omega 3 
and neutralize free radicals to maximize mobility.
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See The Difference in 60 Days  
or Your Money Back† 
Our formula is perfected through extensive trials, and 
we’re always looking to improve – the positive feedback 
of thousands of pet owners shows we’re on the right 
track. In fact, we’re so confident that our products will 
work for your dog that we offer a guarantee.

$

** Kynetec VetTrak December 2021. Sales of YuMOVE branded products through veterinary wholesalers. 
†See yumoveadvance360.com/guarantee  for full terms & conditions 



LINTBELLS, YUMOVE and  ACTIVEASE are 
registered  trademarks of Lintbells Ltd. 
 Copyright Lintbells Ltd 2021.  
Lintbells Inc, 2202 N West Shore Blvd, 
Suite 200, Tampa, FL 33607 

CONTACT US
We love to chat about pets and  
answer  your questions, so please  
email info@yumoveadvance360.com,  
call 1 844 570 3222  

Made in the USA with
globally sourced ingredients

Reasons to choose YuMOVE ADVANCE 360:

 The YuMOVE ADVANCE 360 range is our most concentrated and fastest 
acting formula, to support and aid dogs with age related joint concerns

 Only YuMOVE joint supplements include ActivEase®  Green Lipped Mussel 

 Ethically sourced, high quality, ingredients

 60 Day Money Back Guarantee - Try with confidence 

IS YOUR DOG TRYING TO  TELL YOU SOMETHING? 

Stiff joints affect dogs of all ages - here are some signs to look out for:

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

NEXT MOBILITY CHECK:  

LESS KEEN TO JUMP, WALK OR PLAY
Dogs usually love to move and play, but if they’re experiencing stiff joints, 
they might avoid even their favorite games. This can lead to weight gain, 
which puts extra pressure  on their joints. 

SLEEPING MORE
Older dogs tend to sleep more but it can be a sign  of aging joints too. 

STRUGGLES TO GET UP AFTER RESTING
We all have our lazy moments, but if your dog is slow to get  up or seems  
to have difficulty, it can be a sign of stiff joints. 

PERSONALITY CHANGES
If  your dog stops being cuddly and loving and becomes more nervous, 
depressed or aggressive, especially  if you go near a particular body part.


